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Inspection Smuma.ry This inspection report documents routine and reactive inspections
conducted during day shift and backshift hours of station activities including: plant operI.tions:
radiation protection; maintenance and surveillance; engineering and technical support; emergency
preparedness; security; and safety assessment / quality verification.

Besults: Overall, GPUN operated the facility in a safe manner.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Oyster Cnek Nuclear Generating Station
Report No. 92-03

Plant Onendons
.>

The licensee continues to operate the plant in a safe manner. Operator response to the trip of.

the *B" recirculation pump was good. Dif6cultly with closing the "B" recirculation line suction
and discharge valves resulted in the initiation of a technical specification required shutdown.
Response to an enginect's concern on core spray control wire cable separation, that resulted in
a one hour NRC notincation, was prompt, The separation was found by GPUN to be within
the licensing bases separation criteria for Oyster Creek. Operations support of testing and
maintenance activities was noteworthy in that a power reduction, required to support main steam
isolation valve closure testing, was continued to allow work in the condenser bay at reduced
worker exposure levels.

Padiological controls

GPUN assessment of a hot particle personnel contamination was adequate. Corrective actions
for the hot particle contamination appeared appropriate. Radiological practices used dming

,

GPUN's efforts to support the New York Power Authority's outage of the FitzPatrick site by
. providing them vith blade guides from Oyster Creek were good. Licensee response to the -
' identi6 cation of a previously unknown access path to a locked high radiation area on the high

pressure turbine was good.

:hiaintenance/ Surveillance ,

1
l. -

|. Observed maintenance activities continue to be well controlled and conducted.

Engineering and Technical Supacil

Engineeri :g evaluation of the thrust values for the recirculation 'iine suction and discharge valves
was not timely. Evaluation of the "B" recirculation pump trip was adequate in identifying the
root cause. NRC review of the isolation condenser line break analysis report found that it
addressed the appropriate spectrum of line breaks. The analysis.was conducted in response to .

: degraded isolation condenser line break sensor performance that resulted from the lack of design -

| control of instrument sensing line pulsation dampeners (snubbers). The analysis supported the
-licensee's conclusions that there would be no challenge to adequate core cooling, no adverse
effects on necessary reactor building equipment and that the offsite dose consequences were
considerably below FSAR design basis accident calculated values. Engineering' review of a

1
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preliminary safety concern of a potential passive eletrical failure resulting in the isolation of
both isolation condensers was adequate. GPUN determined that the safe operation of the plant
was not affected by this passive failure,

3

Sffety 'AssessmenLand Ou,ality Verificatton,

;

LERs reviewed were found adequate. GPUN's tesponse in developing an improved main steam
isolation valve (MSIV) preventive maintenance program was thorough.and consistent with
industry methods. GPUN's MSIV preventive maintenance program was found adequate in
addressing MSIV leakage concerns identified in Systematic Evaluation Program (SEP) Topic
X V-19. A GPUN QA audit of the environmental qu*.lification (EQ) program in response to
NRC concerns was adequate with the exception that the audit conclusions were based, in part,
on the lack of NRC ir,pection findings in this area. Additionalirnprosements in the availability
of EQ component information was still being developed by the licensee.
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DETAlLS

1.0 OPERATIONS (71707,93702)
:

1.1 Operations Sunanary

From the beginning of the inspection period (January 19,1992) until January 26,1992, the unit
. was operated at about 99% power. ' Output was limited due to a recurring leak on the level
column of the second stage reheater drain tank that required the reheater to be removed from
service. On January 26,1992, at 1:16 p.m., the "11" recirculation pump tripped. While
attempting to isolate the "Ir recirculation line, both the pump suction and discharge valves failed
to close on the initial attempts. The licensee initiated a technical specification (TS) required
shutdown. The shutdown was terminated at 1:48 p.m., after the discharge valve had been
closed. See paragraphs 1.2 and 4.1 for discussions on the failure of the recirculation valves to

- close and the cause of the "B" recirculation pump trip, respectively. Power was stabilized at
about 85% following the pump trip and as a result of the started shutdown. By 1:20 a.m. on
January 27,1992, the "B" recirculation pump was returned to service and reactor power was
increased back to 99%.

1

Reactor power remained at 99% until January 31,1992. Power was reduced at 10:00 p.m. on
January 31, to support main steam isolation valve (MSIV) closure testing, turbine valve tests
(TVTs), and maintenaace work in the condenser bay, Reactor power was decreased to about
35% for the MSIV closure testing and 'lVTs After testing was completed, reactor power was
limited to about 60% while maintenance was being comp?cted to repair the leak on the second
stage reheater drain tank level column, The work was completed and power was increased by

|
early February 2,1992, Reactor power was increased to 100% and remained there through the

'
end of the inspection period (February 22, 1992).

l.2 Reelrculation Pump Trip
t

On January 26,1991, at 1:16 p.m., the control room operators received alarms indicatmg a trip
of reactor recirculation pump "B." Following plant procedure 2000 ABN-3200.02,
" Recirculation Pump Trip," 'Rev. I1, the operators attempted to close the pump discharge valve,
but the valve did not fully close. The operators then attempted to close the pump suction valve

- as required by the procedure. This step was performed to prevent a reverse flow condition and
the subsequent effects on average power range monitor (APRM) rod tilock and scram set points;
however, the suction valve also did not fully close.

GPUN decided to start a reactor shutdown due to failure to close the discharge valve and place
the loop in an isdated or idle condition as icquired by the technical specification. Following
the procedure, an attempt was made to close the pump discharge valve from the valve control
breaker. At i:26 p.m.,- the "B" k>op was placed in idle condition when the electricians
succeeded in closing the discharge valve. The reactor shutdown was terminated.

4
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After repairing the pump htG set, the "11" recirculation pump was return"d to service on
January 27,1992. However, the discharge valve did not fully open after 31/2 minutes on the
first attempt as indicated by a double position indication (both open and closed), The operators
again attempted to open the valve from the control roam with the valve in the double indication
position and after 12 additional seconds with the control switch in the open position, the valve
indicated full open,

inspector review of operator response to the event found it appropriate. The necessary
notification was made to the NRC. Recirculation loop valves have a history of dif6culty in
closing under similar circumstances. The inspector discussed the Limitorque motor operators
(h10) sizing and torque switch settings with plant engineering, The plant engineer indicated that
calculations performed to determine h10 thrust requirements did not incorporate Dow in the

-

recirculation loop Recirculation valves do not have a design basis requirement to operate under
any flow or differential pressure conditions. Subsequent h10 VATS signatures both for open and
close operation did not show any problems. These valves have not been included in the Generic
Letter 89-10 program, The licensee indicated that the required thrust values were being

*

recalculated and any required corrective action would be determined subsequent to this
calculation.

e

The updated FSAR (UFSAR) provides a closing time of between 2 minutes and 2 minutes 20
seconds for the recirculation loop valves, 11ased on discussions with the licensee, these times
were developed using the manufacturer's speciGed valve stroking speed of 12 in, per minute.
At this speed the slightly smaller discharge valves should stroke closed in 2 minutes, while the
suction valves should stroke closed in 2 minutes and 20 seconds. The UFSAR also stated that
the suction valves were designed to open against 50 psid differential prenure (d/p) and the
discharge valves were designed to open against 100 psid. The basis for the design dip was to
reduce the size of the motor operator required and still be adequate to open the vahes when
reactor vessel static head and recirculation pump discharge pressure were taken into -

consideration, The need for larger motor operators was not considered necessary because the
2 in. bypass lines provided a means to equalized pressure actoss the valves.

The inspector concluded that the safety significance of the event was low, as the plant design
basis loss of coolant accident (LOCA) analysis assumed an unisolated guillotine break in one of
the recirculation lines and design basis requirements do not include closing under flow
conditions. However, the salve design closure time was not met when the valve did not fully
close on January 26, 1992. While the licensee's plan to recalculate the design basis thrust
setpoint was appropriate, based on the past performance of the valves, the re-evaluation should
have been started sooner. The ree aluation was not complete at the end of the report period.

_ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Core Spray Control Logic Cable Separation
NRC based on the potential !1,3

13,1992, GPUN made a one-hour notiGeation to thedh re spray control logic

for the plant being outside the design bases. The concern involve t e coh the same cable tray number,
AnOn February

cabling for both trains running in the a cable tray wit while developing an upcoming corei
viewing the cable routing informationengineer, reviewing the core spray system con 6gurat onf

spray modiGeation, initially identi6ed the concern a ter re
for these cables. bl routing and the separationi The
The licensee started a review of the core spray control log c ca ed regulatory commitments.
criteria requirements based on the system design bases anne cable tray (numberh

licensee determined that while the control logic cables did run in t e sm9E), the system I and system 11 cables, in f.eneral, were more than three eel exception was that one of
f t apart. The system

I cables left the tray before the system 11 cables entered it. The on yl onduit, ran with the system I control cables.
the system Il control cables, enclosed in a stee c l for the core spray pumpi

This system 11 control cante (24-43) provides the manual start s gnaNZ01C (system I pump powered from train 11 cmergency bus) us ng t e cNZ01C would be affected by
ontrol switch in thei h

control room. The automatic start function of core spray pumpf il d in a manner that resulted in excessive
ld subsequi :ly fail the controll

the failure of this control cable only if the cab e a e
current without grounding the cable. This type of failure wouitioning. ?he failure of cable

power fuse to the pump breaker preventing the breaker from reposl cacies, still dces not

24-43, in conjunction with the common failure of the system I controNZ01B (primary system

defeat the automatic and manual start capabilities of core spray pumpally ensures the core spray
11 pump). The ability of pump NZ01B to start automatically or manu
system will be able to fulfillits sa'ety function. Flowever, this portion ofbl

By current separation criteria this condition would not be accepta e.d constructed using separation criteria speci6ed(General Ekctric) separation
the core spray system cabling was designed anrevision to an APED Engineer ngPractices for Safeguards Systems."i

26, 1968, iin a November

specification titled, " Oyster Creek Project Separat ons to the core spray system, the licensee had
6 d ff ted portion of the core

Based on the review of previous modi ca ondetermined that the separation requirements licensing bases for the a ecFurther, the licensee believes that these
RC in 1976, as documented in the NRC

spray system cabling was the 1968 APED criteria. criteria had previously been found acceptable to the Nting Ucense.

ar4 roved Amendment No.12 to the Oyster Creek operadrawings, and Amendment

The inspector reviewed the 1968 separation eriteria, cable traybl trays in the turbine

No.12 documentation; observed the physical arrangement of the ca ed this issue with Technicali

building basement under the 4160 volt switch gear room; and d scussethe inspector concl" %d thati

Functions and GPUN Licensing personnel. Based on that rev ew, initial concern and devob
. quate

'

bling quickly to identify the magnitude
i

the licensee had responded promptly to the eng neer s
resources to walkdown the core spray system control ca

~~ % =%
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of the concern. In addition, the inspector determined that the existing core spray control cabling j

in question was meeting the separation criteria specified in the 1968 APED document. While I

the separation criteria used during the design and construction of this portion of the core spray
system control cables does not meet the current guidance, the inspector concluded that the
configuration did not represent a significant risk to the system or unit.

The licensee's position was that the core spray system control cable con 6guration was within
the system design and licensing bases The engineer's concern still remains c;rn as a licensee |
preliminary safety concern (PSC) pending GPUN's benent analysis on modifying the existing i
cable separation. The inspectors will continue to follow this issue on a routine basis until |

resolution of the engineer's PSC. i
|

1,4 Fncility Tours

The inspectors observed plant activities and conducted routine plant tours to assess equipment
conditions, personnel safety hazards, procedural adherence and compliance with regulatory ,

requirements. Tours were conducted of the following areas: 1

* control room o intake at:a
cable spreading room * reactor buildinge

diesel generator building * turbine building*

* new radwaste building * vital switchgear rooms
,

old radwaste building access control points* *

. transformer yard*

Control room activities were found to be well controlled and conducted in a professional
manner. Inspectors verified operator knowledge of ongoing plant activities, equipment
status,and existing Gre watches throegh random discussions, llousekeeping efforts continue to
improve. The licensee's painting efforts hase improved overall plant appearance.

i

2,0 1;ADIOLOGICAL CONTHO1X(71707)

During entry to and exit from the RCA, the inspectors veri 6ed that proper warning signs were
' posted, pemt:nel entering were wearing proper dosimetry, personnel and materials leaving were

| properly neonitored for radioactive contamination, and monitoring instruments were functional
: and in calibration. Posted extended Radiation Work Permits (RWPs) and sutvey status boards '

were reviewed to verify that they were current and accurate. The inspector observed activities
in the RCA and veri 6ed that pers(mnel were complying with the requirements of applicabic
RWPs and that workers were aware of the radiological conditions in the area.

1

i

|
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2.1 Refuel lloor llot Particle Contamination

On January 22, 1992, a worker was fcund to have been contaminated by a hot particle. The
worker had been involved in the hydrolazing and packaging of blade guides being done on the
refueling floor. A skin dose calculation was performed by the licensee, with the subsequent |
assignment of a skin dose of 518 mrad, well within regulatory tiraits. Analysis of the recovered :

particle found it to consist mainly of cobaltd)(Co-60), with an activity of 0.08 uci (direct frisk !

reading of 30,000 cpm). |.

The licensee informed the resident staff of the occurrence. No fbrmal report to the NRC was ,

required. The licensee documented the occurrence in radiological incident report (RlR) No. 92-
003. Adequate correcdve actions were taken by the licensee to decontaminate the affected
worker and to survey the refueling floor for additional hot particles. The inspector concluded
that GPUN's corrective actions reflected well on their efforts to identify and correct radiological }

'
deliciencies in a timely manner.

The inspector coacluded that the licensee was respon. .e in addressing this incident.

2.2 Diacovery of Area Requiring locked liigh Radiation Area Status

On January 31,19pt, radiological surveys taken within a rarely used access hatch on the high
- pressure turbine (H1'l) housing found a doze rate area requiring posting as a kicked high

|.
radiation area. After discovery, the licensee promptly installed a latch on the IWl' hatch doors
and locked the access point. Key control and area posting were established shortly thereafter.

1

While power was reduced (35% power) on the weekend of January 31 - February 2,1992, for -

MSIV closure testing, turbine valve testing and other work, a Technical Functions (TF)
department engineer informed radiological controls that he needed access to the smail hatch on
the west side of the HPT externa! housing to assess the material condition of blanketing material

__

around ths HPT shell below the turbine deck. _The hatch was hicated approximately 25 ft from
| the rope boundary for the high radiation area around the turbine on the turbine deck. The

;
radiological survey revealed that there was a pipejust below a grating within the hatch area that

j was greater than 1R/hr at i foot, which required the area to be posted as a kicked high radiation
|L area following GPUN's administrative procedure 9300-ADM-4110.06, rev. II, " Control of <

Locked High Radiation Areas."

The inspector interviewed the TF engineer, the director of radiological controls, and other plant
personnel to determine what the need to access to this hatch had been in the past. No record,

L of prior access or request for access was found, and none of the individuals interviewed could
recall a prior need for access to this area. At higher operating power levels, access to this area
is not considered due to excessive area temperatures. In this case, the TF engineer felt that he
could more feasibly gain access to this area below the Hirl' at the lower power level.

!
.

|
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In addition to locking and posting the llPT hatch, radiological controls surveyed the other small
hatches in the raised decking creas around the low pressure turbine shells and found no dose rate
areas requiring locking or additional posting. The inspector concluded that the licensee had,

| responded to this issue appropriately.

2.3 Illade Guide Removal i

The inspectors observed portions of the control rod blade guide removal effort performed during
the inspection period. in response to a request from the New Yor' Power Authority (NYpA),
GPUN had agreed to ship 120 control rod blade guides ir, support of core offload for NYpA's
FitzPatrick site.

The blade guide removal effort was effectively performed and generally well controlled from
a radiological exposure standpolnt. A staged process was developed to promo'c ef6cient
performance of the activity while concurrently keeping with Al. ARA guidelines. The process
involved use of the refueling bridge to transfer each blade guide to the cask drop Iwotection area
of the spent fuel pool. The blade guides were then hydrolazed while in the cask drop protection
area. After hydrolazing, the blade guides were raised out of the sperit fuel pool area, packaged

L in heavy plastic bags, and moved to a separate area on the refueling Door from which the bags -
were packed into a shipping container. Effective actions were taket to minimize the amount of
residual water in the packaging for each blade guide by (1) drying each blade guide as it was
raised from the cask drop protection area, and (2) placing absorbent paper at the bottom of the
plastic packing bag to soak up any remaining moisture. Each blade guide was monitored

I- continuously by radiological control technicians during the removal, hydrolazing, and packaging
l processes. - Smear samples were taken and counted routinely duiing the process. Appropriate
| protective clothing and dosimetry were worn by the personnel performing and monitoring the

activity,

3.0 A1AINTENANCE (62703,61726)

3.1 Isolation Condenser Valve Preventive Maintenance
|

|_ -On February 3,1992, the inspector observed mechanics verifying the torque on the packing

| glands nuts for the isolation condenser valves located on the 75 ft elevation of the reactor
" buildbg. _ This maintenance was being performed using preventive maintenance tasks Nos,

5004M and 5005M as directed by job order No. 35145 following the January 31,1992, cycling
of the valves to obtain MOVATS current traces.

The inspector verined that the work package specified the required torque valves and that the
measuring and test equipment was within calibration date. Appropriate radiological-controls
were applied under the direction of a radiological controls technician (RCT). When questioned
by the inspector, the mechanics were knowledgeable on the tasks they were performing.

i
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To reach the valves, the mechanics had supported a ladder against the isolation condenser lines
edjacent to each valve. The job package had contained an engineering evaluation to address the
use of the ladder in this manner. Ibwever, the inspector noted that on several occasions the ?

mechanics were required to trie0y climb onto the isolation condenser piping for access to the
'

valves. The inspector discussed this issue with the licensee. Te licensee stated that the
isolation condenser piping was reviewed for structural adequacy based on the additional weight
for the biicf period the mechanics were required to be on it and that the piping was udequate.
The inspector did not note any other concerns.

Based on the inspector's observations, reviews, and discussions, the torque checks performed
on the isolation condenser valves was adequately controlled and conducted.

Il drostatic Testing on New Radwaste Service Wnter Piping3.2 3

On February 11,1992, the inspector observed the performance of the hydrostatic testing of a
portion of recently installed new radwaste (NRW) senice water piping. The portion of piping
was between the pump and south of check valve SW-CKV-1088. Hydrostatic testing of the rest
of the NRW service water piping had previously been successfully completed.

.

The inspector reviewed the work package (job order No. 24S42, work request No,90372) for ;

appropriate approval, QC witness points, and specified test pressuie. While observing the test
- the inspector verined that the specined test pressure was obtained and that the test procedure was
followed. Calibration of the test gauges was current.

- Personnel involved with the hydrostatic test were familiar with and appropriately followed the
; _ test procedure. Further, the inspector concluded that the hydrostatic test of this portion of the
' NRW service water piping was adequately controlled and conducted.

4.0 ENGINEERING AND TECIINICAL SUPN)RT (71707,40500)

|

4.1_ _Replacunent of Wire on "11" Recirculation Pump Motor Generator Set|

On January 26,1992, the "B" recirculation pump tripped due to a loose connection in a 7 inch
long solid copper wire from a slip ring on the generator end of the motor-generator (M-G) at
to the iotor winding. The loose wire caused an open circuit between the exciter and the
generator brushes, causing a loss of the excitation field to the generator. The "II" recirculation

. pump had previously tripped 'on December 26, 1991, for the same reason, i.e., due to the
-loosening of this soldered wire connection. At that time, the connection failure was considered,

L a random failure, was re-soldered, and the pump was restarted.

After the January 26,1992, pump trip, plant engineering performed a more detailed evaluation
because it became apparent that simply re-soldering the connection had not resolved the problem.

|- Engineering concluded that the re soldered connection may have been more susceptible to

|

J

.-

|
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subsequent failure due to the rigidity of the solid copper wire. The wire was replaced with a
stranded wire supplied by General Electric. The new wire was installed, soldenJ, and the pump
restarted on the morning of .ianuary 27, 1992.

Replacement wire was available in the warehouse because GPUN had purchased additional
replacement wire after the wires had been replaced on two of the other four recirculation pump
M-G sets in 1987. The 1987 wire replacements were part of a modification which involved the
replacement of electrical connection parts, (including the slip ring) w hich had been contaminated
by oil in leakage at that time.

The licensee indicated that this wire connection will be checked on all of the recirculation pump
M-G sets as part of the next refueling shutdown (14R) preventive maintenance on this
equipment. This addition to the PM program on the recirculation pump M-G sets was al'.o to
be documented as part of Oyster Creek maintenance assessment departments PM program
upgrade effort. The inspectors concluded that the licensee had taken adequate corrective action
to resolve this issue.

4.2 Review of isolation Condenser Line Ilreak Analysis Report

Following a September 25,1991, incident involving degradation of the response capabilities of
the isolation condenser (IC) line break (high flow) sensors (see inspection Report 50 219/91-32
for details), GPUN analyzed postulated IC line breaks to assess the potential consequences of
the degraded equipment. GPUN provided the preliminary results of these analyses verbally to
the inspectors. The inspectors based their post event conclusions on these verbal discussions.
GPUN committed to provide the fmal report documenting these analyses to the resident
inspectors when available.

The inspectors reviewed the licensce's Gnal report (Topical Report No. 85, Isolc. tion Condenser
Isolation Valve Timing Requirements, dated January 24,1992) to determine whether the prior
discussions were appropriately documented and conclusions were adequately supported.
Postulated IC line break analyses were performed to evaluate thermal-hydraulic effects on the
reactor and the effect on equipment in the reactor building which would be exposed to the break.
The results of the equipment quali6 cation analyses were used to determine whether Gooding
caused by an IC condensate line break in the reactor building could challenge the operation of
equipment important to safety. Also, the results of the analyzed IC condensate line breaks were
used to evaluate the consequences of a postulated ground level radioactive release from the
reactor building. .

The inspectors concluded that an appropriate spectrum of line breaks was analyzed to assess the
effect of extended response times for the IC line break sensors and that conservative assumptions
were employed. The report concluded that there would be no challenge to adequate core
cooling, no adverse effects on necessary reactor building equipment, and the offsite dose

|
1
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consequences were considerably below FEAR design basis accident calculated values, which in
themselves were considerebly below 10 CFR 100 limits. The inspectors found that the report
text and accompanying analysis results adequately supported these conclusions.

S

4.3 Isolation Condenser Pipe lireak Sensor Cable

On January 30,1992, the licensee made a one-hour noti 6 cation to the NRC after a determination
was made that a condition potentially outside the design basis of the plaat was identified. This
resulted from an ongoing review of a preliminary safety concem (PSC) initiated by the licensee
on September 25,1991. This PSC noted that a single cable (#63 361) was used in logic tmin
A to carry signals from the line break sensors of both isolatioa condensers (IC). This could
result in isolation of both les upon a worst case fadure of the cable with all conductors open.
This single passive electrical failure was not considered in previous system failure modes and
effects analysis.

The Oyster Creek updated FSAR described the IC system as an emergency core cooling system
' (ECCS). During 1975, the licensee reassessed the electrical system associated with ECCS
performance and veriDed that no single passive electrical failure would adversely affect the
system compliance with 10 CFR 50.46 criteria. Correspondence with the NRC dated June 24,
1975, July 3,1975, and December 23, 1975, reflected this. Previous single failure
considerations pertained solely to active component failures. The licensee's cycle 12 core reload
submitted to the NRC, however, revised the design basis LOCA analysis which had taken credit
for the IC system inventory. This revised analysis assumed the ICs to be not operable. The
NRC reviewed this submittal during the cycle 12 core rek>ad and subsequently plant technical
specifications were charged as documented in amendment No.129 issued on October 31,1988.

The latest (December 1991) FSAR update for Oyster Creek included the cycle 12 LOCA
analysis assumption that credit was taken for core spray and automatic depressurization (ADS)
systems but not for the IC system. The inspector noted that various accident and transient
analysis in the updated FSAR assumed normal plant cooldown or decay heat removal to be
performed using the IC system and the relief valves. The licensee indicated that normal
actuation of the ICs was acceptable, as the fuel limits reach their maximum value at the very
onset.of these transient. Even in automatic, the maximum value occurs too quickly for the IC-
system to respond. Manual actuation of ICs is available from the control room and from the
remote alternate shutdown panel. Manual actuation overrides any isolation signal present. Upon
a cable failure, both ICs would isolate, unlike an actual break situation which isolates only the
af fected IC. The IC isolation is alarmed in the control room, and the operators could actuate '

ICs by opening IC valves. Oyster Creek Appendix R (Gre protection) safety shutdown analysis
requires manual actuation of IC "B."

The inspectors reviewed the facility description and safety analysis report (FDSAR), updated
FS AR, IC system isolation logic, and the correspondence discussed previously to determine the -
licensing basis of the system. System operating, diagnostic and restoration, and emergency
operating procedures were also reviewed. The inspectors walked down the accessible portions

!
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of the subject cable routing. Itased on this review and discussions with the licensee the inspector
verified the licensee's determination that a rnanual actuation of the IC system was adequate for
safe operation of the plant. At the end of the inspection period the licensee was preparing an
LER for submittal to the NRC and reviewing the PSC for fmal resolution. The inspector did
not note any unacceptable condition. The inspector concluded that the licens(c's actions in
addressing the PSC were adequate.

5.0 OBSERVATION OF PilYSICAL SECURITY (71707)

During routme tours, inspectors verified that access controls were in accordance with the
Security Plan, security posts were properly manned, protected area gates were locked or
guarded, r.nd that isolation zones were free of obstructions, inspectors examined vital area
access points and verified that they were properly locked or gucrded and that access control was
in accordance with the Security Plan.

6.0 SAFETY ASSESSMENT / QUALITY ASSURANCE

6.1 In Offiv:e Review of Lleensee Event Reports (LER) (IP 90712)

NRC inspectors reviewed the following LER and verified appropriate reporting, timeliness,
complete event descripion, cause identification, and complete information. In addition, the need
for on site review was assessed.

LEIR NO. DES.CBIPTION

91-002, Rev I Local Leak Rate Test Results in Excess of Limits due to
Valve Degradation

.

The content of the LERS met the intent of NUREG 1022, " Licensee Event Report System,"
requirement. The information presented in the LER, Rev.1, was accurate. The adequacy of
the licensee's corrective action for this LER was discussed in Section 7.0 under unresolved item
50-219/91-17-01,

7.0 REVIEW OF PREVIOUSLY OPENED ITEMS (92701,92702)

(Closed) Integraled Plant Safety Asses 3menLReport (IPS AR) Item 4.38: This item dealt with
the licensee's maintenance program for main steam isolation valves (MSIVs) and its effect on
the minimization of MSIV leakage. NRC staff analysis of Systematic Evaluation Program (SEP)
Topic XV-19, ' Loss of Coolant Accidents Resulting from the Spectrum of Postulated Pipe
Breaks Within the Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary," shewed that the major contributor to
calculated offsite doses was MSIV leakage. As a result, the staff concluded that the licensee
should develop a preventive maintenance program aimed at minimizing MSIV leakage. Both
NUREG-0822 (IPSAR), Supplement 1, dated July 1988, and NUREG-1382, " Safety Evaluation
Report Related to the Full-Term Operating Liccuse for Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating

. - -____-__ - - __ - _ -
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Station,' dated January 1991, referred to this issue and noted that GPUN was continuing
discussions with General Electric, the BWR Owners Group, and the valve manufacturers
(Atwomi-Morrill)in response to this issue. The inspectors assessed the current PM program for
the MSIVs to determine the adequacy of the licensee's actions in response to this issue. The
major facets of the MSIV PM program are noted below.

1. Ultrasonic testing (UT) is performed on the valve stems of two MSIVs each refueling
outape. This commitment was made following failure of the valve stem of MSIV
NS03A, the inboard MSIV on the " A" steam line on July 9,1988. The stem failure had
been caused by high cycle fatigue resulting from impact between the valve poppet
assembly and the valve stem, in addition to the establishment of the stem inspection, a

^

technical specification requirement for a daily 5% MSIV closme test was eliminated.
The UTs will help pretlict stem flaws prior to failure.

2. When the stem UTs are done, leak testing is performed on the valve air actuator. This
PM activity helps determine the condition of the internal seals.

3. Air actuator spring replacement. Air actuator springs will have been replaced on all four
MSIVs by the end of the 14R refueling outage.

4 The MSIV PM program does not call for valve disassembly unless a local leak rate test
(LLRT) failure is experienced. This coincides with the current vendor and owners group
position that repetitive disassembly and refurbishment of MSIVs may actually contribute
to repeated failucs by introducing maintenance induced defects.

5. If an LLRT failure is experienced, GPUN has committed to install an improved valve
poppet which self aligns to the main valve seat during closure. A continuous ring
(poppet pad) around the new poppet assembly assures full contact between the guide ribs -

and the poppet and minimizes the possibility of misalignment with the stem. The poppet
to stem cleanmces are also increased due to the new assembly which provides a 0.40 in,
clearance fit between the assembly and the stem. The old pilot valve seat was an integral
part <>f the stem.

NS03A, the " A" steam line inboard MSIV, was modified in 12R after an LLRT failure.
NSO4A, the " A" steam line outboard MSIV, was modified in 13R after an LLRT failure.

6. A detailed internal valve inspection is performed anytime an MSIV is disassembled for
maintenance. GPUN has been maintaining a GE technical representative onsite for each
outage to support this effort. GPUN has also recently purchased a specias measuring tool
from GE for more accurate measurement of valve bore and concentricity.

_- -- __ _ -_ -__ _ _ _ __ - - __ - -___ _ - -__- -_-_-- - -__-___ _ - - -____ _ ___ _ -_ - -
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_7. The cmrent PM program specifies that all four MSIVs are to be repacked every refueling
outage whether or not an LLRT failure is experienced. GPUN will be reevaluating this
PM in light of the site-wide valve packing replacement effort. During the modification
of NSO3A and NSO4A, the packing was replaced with Chesterton packing, which is
designed to significantly reduce packing leakoff. The "B" MSIVs still'have the older i

chevron angle packing. This PM may be altered based on the performance of the new
'

1

valve packing material.

GPUN is also involved with the efforts of the BWR Owners Group MSIV Leakage Closure
Committee. T!ns committee is working to obtain technical speci6 cation relaxation to
significantly increase allowable MSIV leakage rates and to eliminate requirements for MSIV
leakage control systems. NRC review of this issue is near completion.

.

The inspectors concluded that the licensee had adequately responded to the MSIV leakage issue
. brought'out in NUREG-0822 Supplement 1, and NUREG-1382, and had developed a PM :

program for the MSIVs which was responsive to related regulatory, vendor, and owners group
issues. This item is closed.

LCleedLViolation 10f219/90 06-06 This violation dealt with the operation of the No. 2
auxiliary boiler without restriction from February 17,1990, to Marc's 22,1990, after the boiler
had been contaminated by a leak in the "A" radwaste evaporator. Procedure 106,2.1, " Spill ;

Procedure," required that, if a normally non radioactive system was contaminated, system use >

shall be restricted until the problem was correctal and the system decontaminated. A safety
evaluation per 10 CFR 50.59 was not performed by GPUN until March 22,1990, to evaluate
continued operation of the contaminated auxiliary boiler system.

' The March 22, 1990, safety evaluation concluded that the activity levels found in the No. 2
'

. auxiliary boiler did not exceed regulatory or design basis limits. The safety evaluation and the
short-term corrective actions taken by GPUN to justify continued system operation were

-

-

determined to be acceptable by NRC shortly after the incident (see inspection Report 50 219/90-
'

07, Section 2.2, dated June 7,1990). The issues which remained open in June 1990 were, (1) .
the formal proceduralization of auxiliary boiler system contamination monitoring; and, (2) the
engineering evaluation and implementation of subsequent correctise actions for other systems

. which could be potentially contaminded.

The inspector reviewed the current procedural guidance which addresses auxiliary boiler system
contamination and found that it included appropriate operating restrictions, sampling and analysis =
requirements, and requind. actions. Procedures 327, " Plant Heating Boiler," Rev. 20, and
327.2, "No. 2 Auxiliary Boiler and Support Systems Operating Procedure " Rev. 9, the current '
operating procedures for the No,1 and No. 2 auxiliary boilers respectively, requited that:

|

. .

Y MF" '

'
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1. _ A boiler water activity sample shall be taken before the lxiiler is out in service.
|

2. -Boiler water activity and surface activity levels of specified sample points shall be |
'

documented at ! cast once per 24 hours and when the boiler is to be blown down.

3. While the boiler is in service, demineralized wates makeup is monitored every four hours
for excessive makeup. Boiler shutdown is tequired if demineralized water makeup is 10
gpm greater than normal (3-5 gpm).*

| 4. Boiler shall be shutdown immediately if water activity is greater than 1.65x10' ucilml.

5. Boiler shall be immediately shutdown if a specified minimum discharge canal dilution
now is not maintained (230,000 gpm - one dilution pump).

Procedure 106.6, " Conduct of Chemistry Op: rations," Rev.19, controls the boiler water activity
sampling schedule. Procedure 828.8, "Secondery Systems Analysis: Boiler Water," is being
changed to incorporate the control limits for boiler water radioactive chemistry sampling and

'

their relationship to the operating procedure restrictions. The maintenance of the minimum
discharge canal: dilution flow is addressed through the response alarm procedure for contrc.1
board alarm K-7-E, " Environmental Water Monitor," which directs the isolation of the boiler.

if discharge canal now is less than 230,000 gpm.

f

The inspector verified that there have been no ptob! ems with auxiliary boiler water activity since,

March 1990. Because of good plant water conductivity levels recently, boiler water activity has

"
_ been progressively declining. With the low conductivity levels, Oyster Creek has been able tc,

use the alternate liquid processing system (ALPS) more frequently instead of the "B" radwaste .

evaporator, minimizing the potential for auxiliary boiler system contamination. The "B"
evaporator is used when conductivity levels increase, e.g., due to salt water intrusion.

The turbine building closed cooling water (TBCCW) system, reactor building closed cooling .

water (RBCCW) system, and the new radwaste closed cooling water (NRWCCW) system were
determined to be the other systems which could be potentially contaminated. I.eakage from
these CCW systems into their respective heat exchangers could result in a contaminated release
to the discharge canal. Safety evaluations were completed by GPUN in May 1991 which
determined permissible contamination levels for these systems based _upon leakage to the

i discharge canal and the amount of dilution, in October 1991, engineering provided proposed
methods for monitoring CCW leakage rates using surge tank levels and/or makeup rates to the
operations department. '

RBCCW could be potentially contaminated by a r::mber of the systems it cools (e.g., shutdown
i_ = cooling heat exchangers, reactor water clernup(O'CU), and recirculation pump seal injection).
|. While RBCCW was not designed as a contamh M ystem, it is contaminated and has been for

several years. On January 30,1992, the opertp is department implemented several' temporary a
I procedure changes (TPCs) to provide for monitoring of RBCCW leakage. The control limits

I
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for these procedure changes w ere based on a radiological engineering calculation done in support
of the safety evaluations. This calculation demonstrated that as long as there was at leat.t one
circulating water pump or one dilution pump running, dischange concentration would not be
affected by RilCCW leakage unless the scak rate was greater than or equal to 3 rpm (continuous
leak e a a thrce month period). TpCs we;c made to the circulating water pump and dilufon
pump op: rating procedures (Procedures 323 ar.d 324, res[wetively) to note the requirement for
pump availability. Procedure 309.2, "RllCCW System," was temporarily changed to delineate
makeup monitoring requirements for assessment of system leakage. The alarm response
procedure (2000 RAP 3024.01) for control room alarm C .tC, "RilCCW Surge Tank l_evel lli-
1.ow," was also changed to alert the control room operators of RilCCW system leakage
monitoring requirements should the clarm sound.

The licensee's primary means of addressmg the futential contamination of the TilCCW and
NRWCCW systems is through petiodic chemistry sampling. This is because the potential for
wntamination of these systems is considenably less likely than ior RitCCW. Chemistry
Procedure 828.1, " Secondary Systems Analysis: Treated Waters," has been tem [urarily chanped
to address leakage monitoring considerations. Procedure 828.1 had always included activity
sampling requirements. The TpC added actions to be taken if abnoimal results were found.

Most of the radioactive com[onents coated by NRWCCW normally operate at pressures lower
than NRWCCW, minimizing the potential for contamination. The exceptions are the distillate
cooler and distillata sample cooler. Also, icakage of NRWCCW to the environment would be
via the NRW service water sy> tem, which operates at a higher pressure than NRWCCW.
TilCCW can be latendally contaminatcd by leakage from the condensate and feedwater sample
coolers and lube oil coolers. Ilowever, the licensee acknowledged that there was a backup
function of TBCCW during which more active leakage monitoring requirements (simiSr to those
initiated for RBCCW) should be available. Specificaily, TitCCW can be crosswc eted to
RilCCW and used as a heat sink for the augmented spent fuel cooling system. The licenne
stated that a procedure change would be developed to accommodate leakage monitoring in this,

operating condition.y
3

The ins}wetor concluded that the licensee was taking apprepriate actions to address this issue.
This item is closed.

LClmaD_Yielation 50 219Rldh0LLrld_U'unehnLltetIL5Sl1929h05M1. NRC review of the
licensee's response to the notice of violation was deribed in h.spection Report 50-219/91-39
This item was left open pending inspector revi a m 1PlJN audit report S-OC-91-15 daied-

November 27, 1991. Tins audit report resulte Sc sn investigation performed following a
request by the Direcer Quality Assuiance, to 'aine the generic impact of improperly
conducted or evalm, d initial walkdown on the current environmental qualification (EQ) of
existing host (major , aponents that contains subcomponents, such as motor operators that
contain limit switches) and common components. The focus of the inspector review of this
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report was at common and interface cominnents like terminal blocks, splices, cicettical
connectors, and the sesults of this audit in terme, of identifyin; an adequate level of con 0dence
that the traceability of these common items was established and incorivrated in the 1:Q program.

,

f

: The audit report made the conclusion that at the end of IIR outage GPUN had established a
j higher level of assurance for the specine identincation and location of conunon items. In pait,
; this higher level of assurance resulted from a lack of NRC !!Q insinetion findings regarding
.

configuration deficiencies unknown to GPUN. NRC Inspection Reiert $0 219/P.5-39 did identify
'

the presence of Stanwick terminal blocks which were not known to GpVN. Subsequent GPUN
walkdowns also identified several cable types for which qualification hmi not been established.,

The results of walkdowns conducted dmMg the lik outage (1986) were also used as a basis for,

. this higher level of conDdence. This audit report also indicated that a review of deviation
1 seports (DVR), material noncenformance reports (MNCR), ar.d preventive and corrective

maintenance activities betwecn the period of 1985 and 1991 indicated no intential EQ,

denciencies were identined. The inspcetor found the use of NRC inspection results to provide
such an assurance level to be inappropriate. 'lhls was because NRC inspections were done on

j a limited stunple basis and NRC Andingr, although limited in numbers, should not be used by
the licensee as a basis for establishing a higher level of assurance.

A review of a randorn sampling of supplemental system component evah.ation worksheets
(SSCEW) was performui by the licensee to determine if they could be used to identify EQ.

i deficiencies. The licensee concluded that trained personnel, conscientiously using the SSCEW,
were provided with sufficient data to identify EQ deficiencies The process for identifying,,

controlling, and dispositioning EQ dc0ciencies was found adequate by GPUN. The inspector
noted that SSCEW did not address common or interface componnts, as the licensee was

,

currently uniatirg the plant database to incorporate :his information,18ence, the lack of DVRs
'

and MNCRs identifying EQ deficiencies was not unexpected, because plant personnel had not
been provided with the baseline information needed to compare against the existing equipment
con 0guration.

The plant walkdown of EQ components performed during IIR outage (1986) was the primary
source of component trace:.bility documentation, supplemented by subsequent Geld change
notices (FCN). The inspecto' reviewed the results of this walkdown on a sampic basis Versus
the ECCS pump rnotor walkdown sheets, which contained unclear splice information, these

: walkdown sheets were more detailed in nature and contained sketches to identify interface
- components. The inspector concluded- that in general the 1986 walkdowns -were more.

compreher.sive and provided a greater level of assurance regarding component traceability.
P

The report indicated that an additional review was done to determine if any other documentat on
| _ generated subsequent to the llR walkdown tended to corroborate the walkdown information.

A list was generated containing host and common compments which did not have later
documentation available which either corroboratea or changed the walkdown information'. The
list contained various cables, some position switches, terminal blocks, and drywell penetratiora.

!
The documentation supporting the walkdowns came from corrective / preventive maintenance

1
!

|

| '

!

I
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work packages or surveillances which used SSCliW to identify the components or Geld change
notices which documented the replacement of a compon, nt. The inspector reviewed this
climination logic and the scope of this review with the licensee.

The insivetor s;unpled a list of !!Q components to determine the basis for climinating them from
requiring further evaluatien for adequate EQ con 0guration. Also, the inspector evaluated
whether plant changes were provided to the EQ group via a documented process. liased on the
inspector's icview, it appearnt that although a substantial amount of review of maintenance and
modi 0 cation infmmation in addition to the EQ files was done during the QA audit, the scope
was sometimes cut back. For example, termina! blocks outside host components were not
kioked at in all caves. Newer components, quahned to 10 CFR $0.49, were not included. Only
Division of Operating Reactor (DOR) guideline qualified components, installed before the !!Q
rule was in effect, were teviewed, in the audit report the licensee concluded that the 1986 (11R
outage) walkdou was considered a very thorough one, that provided reasonable acuran e of
component traceability. 1he inspector concluded that the criteria used by the licensee to ,

eliminate compments hom requiring additional evaluation for acceptable EQ con 0guration f
during the QA EQ audit were generally weak, such that the result of this audit were of limited
value.

In their response to the notiec of violation the licensee indicated tha' additional information v as
being added to the engineering data base to enhance future identi0 cation, control, and
documentation related to liq components. The Oyster Creek GhtS2 computerized component
database was being expanded to address common and interface components, and additional liq
and SSCliW information re!3ted ,o these cornponents. The licensee plans to complete this
upgrade to GhtS2 by April 30,1992, such that information to identify the qualified con 0guration
for these compments will be available. A further upgrade of the SSCEWs was being planned
by the licensee for a December 30, 1992, completion. This will provide sketches to now all
interfacing and common components re'.ated to the host component. This (k)cumentation will -

be released in hard copy format.

A more detailed review was being performed by the licensee to capture in GhtS2 information
related to plant modifications performed on cables. This will be completed by December 30,
1992, wch that Gh1S2 will identify all plant cables by cable number, hvation, routing,
application, and manufacturer information. The licensee plans to incorporate information related
to EQ by December 30,1993.

The inspector also reviewed Station Proenture 105.3, Rev. 7, "hlaintenance of Oyster Creek
Environmentally Qualified (EQ) Equipment." This procedure established a proces: to capture
plant changes to EQ components perfmmed by maintenance. A component or part replacement
was required to be processed through the plant spate part engineering group such that an FCN
would be generated to update EQ documents as needed.

__ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ - _ _ - - - _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ - _
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The inspector concluded that the incomplete liCCh pump motor splice wcikdown information
Tnd inadequate evaluation of this information were not reflected in the o'.her 1986 walkdown
information reviewed by the inspxtor. Although other avai!able documentation was used in the
IIQ program to establish traceability of common interface components, the !986 (1IH outage)
walkdowns constituted the primary souice. The current GPUN procedutes for plant nulineation
and maintenance on EQ equipment provide an established proecss to capture changes to the
components in the liq program, llowever, the prwess used in the past to capture changes and
component traceabihty information was less Pructured and understood by plant personnel.
Information related to cualined con 0guration of common c.nd interface components was not
readily available, Updating of the GMS2 dMahase with the additional information remains an
aren of NRC inspector focus and will be nevicted in future inspections after ecmpletion of the
beensee's current effort to verify component traceability.

(ChultilnicWhrd_ilt01)!M1931rfM)1. 'this item was left unresolved pending licensing
A.erm; nation of adJitional corrective actions for a failure to write an 1.litt when a main steam

isolation valve (MSIV) did not meet the h>eal leak rate test (11PT) criteria.

On February 21,1991, te 'ng of MSIV NSO4A did not meet the I.I.RT acceptance criteria, A
deviation report was wt., ten During the review of this deviation report, the licenwe
erroneously determined that an LiiR was not needed because the other vabe in the series met
the leakage criteria and reportability depended on the condition of the entire penetration and not
on a single valve. The licensee indicated that this erroneous deternunation partly resulted from
not being familiar with a technical specification change which was issued during 12R. Technical '

>
Speci0 cation Amendment No.132 revised the leak rate test acceptance criteria which was
previously titled " corrective actions,' such that the licenwe did not interpret failure of a single ,

valve to meet the leak test criteria as a condition requiring a report under 10 CFR .5033 (a) (2)

(i)(11).

A deviation report was initiated on June 7,1991, to review the root cause and determine needed
corrective action. A memorandum was issued by the plant engineer to plant operations and
engineering personnel involved in leviewing leak rate test results. This inemorandum explained
how techn; cal specification acceptance criteria were to be applied to the leak rate monitor
readiags ta determine reportability. A subsequent revision to Procedure 665.5.0%, Rev. 21,
"1.oeal 1.cak Rate Tests," also captured this guideline in test acceptance criteria.

The licensee's identi0 cation that Oyster Creek was in a condition prohibited by the p! art's
technical specincation required that a licensee event report (LER) be submitted to NRC within
30 days. The licensee's failure to write an LER within the speified time is a violatica of the
reporting requirements of 10 CFR 50.73, paragraph (a)(2)(i)(ll). 810 wever, the issue was
identified by the licensee, prompt and adequate corrective action was taken, and a late L12 was
submitted to the NRC within 30 days ofidentification as required. Also, the inspector could not
identify a similar occurrence (failute to wnte 1.ERs) within two years, cormetive action for
which should have prevented this occurrence. The safety significance of the event was rainimal,

-__ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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as the leakage problem was corrected soon after identification and the plant was in a refueling
outage during this time. Therefore, following the regulatory guidance provided in 10 Cl R, Part
2, Appendix C, paragraph V.G.1, this siola !on was not cited.

8.0 INSPECTION llOUltS SU5thlAltY

The insivetion consisted of normrJ, backshif t and deep backshift insivxtion; 30 of the direct
inspection hours were perfornied during backshift }wrials, and 20 of the hours wert deep
backshift hours.

,

i
'

9.0 l'.XIT All'.ETINGS AND UNiti'.SOINED ITI'.MS N0500,71707)
_

9.1 Prelhninary Instwction 11ndings

A verbal summary af preliminary findings was provided to the senior licen..cc nanagement on
1 chruary 21, 1992. During the inspection, licensec ananarement was periutically notified

,

verbally of d'e preliminary findir:gs by the resident inspectors. No written inspection mat (rial
was provided to the licensee during the ins;vetion. No proprietary infonr.ation is included in
this telort.

9.2 Attendance ut Management Sleetings Conducted by Other NitC inspectois 4

The resident inspectors attended exit me, tings for othe* inspections condacted as follows:

Jaauary 31, 1992 Report No. $0 219/92-02 (l!OP Inmeetion)
February 21, 1992 Repoit No. 50 219/92 05 (Security inspection)

At these meetings the lead inspector discussed preliminary findings with senior GPUN
manMpell'eut.

9.3 Unresolsed I!cins

Unresolved items are matters for which more informa* ion is required to awertain whether they
are acceptable, violations, or deviations. Unresolved items are discussed in Section 6.0 of this

- report.
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